HAVE YOUR SAY ON IMPROVING

MARKHOUSE ROAD

Waltham Forest is changing and we want you to be part of it. With a funding pot of £27million
from Transport for London, we’re delivering the Mini-Holland Programme to make our streets
fit for everyone to use, whether you walk, cycle, use public transport or drive.

www.enjoywalthamforest.co.uk

HAVE YOUR SAY BY 21 MARCH 2016.
Markhouse Road forms part of the Leyton to Blackhorse Road walking and cycling route,
which is being transformed to provide direct and safe links to residential areas and town
centres across the borough.
We’re planning to make improvements to Markhouse Road so that if you choose to walk
and cycle it’s easier for you to get about. We know that Markhouse Road is popular for
people cycling from Leyton to Walthamstow, so we’re planning to improve the road by
creating segregated areas where possible, making it safer and easier for everyone to
share the road.
We’re also planning to install a number of pedestrian crossings, as well as blended
‘Copenhagen’ crossings on side streets which extend the pavement across the road,
meaning vehicles need to give way to pedestrians and people on cycles. We understand
that there is a place for cars on our roads, but want to make our roads safer by making
changes that encourage drivers to slow down and take extra care at key points.
Over the past few months we have been developing proposals to improve the layout of
Markhouse Road. These proposals are now ready and we want you to tell us what you
think so that we can be sure the scheme meets the needs of the local community.
We want everyone who lives and works in the area to have their say on the scheme
design and continue shaping the proposals. To help manage the consultation and
feedback we receive, we are asking you to rate the proposals and tell us what else
you would like to see. We expect the questionnaire to take no more than 10 minutes
to complete – so please get involved.
After the consultation, we’ll shape these designs using your suggestions and will tell
you how and where we’ve used your ideas.

HOW TO HAVE YOUR SAY?

•	View the improvements and complete the consultation questionnaire online at
https://mrproposals.commonplace.is

•	Request a hardcopy of the consultation document and questionnaire by emailing
miniholland@walthamforest.gov.uk or calling 020 8496 3000

•

Come along to a drop-in to view the plans and ask us questions:
Monday 14 March between 6pm and 9pm at
Kelmscott School, 245 Markhouse Road, E17 8DN.

For more information on the Mini-Holland Programme and the Markhouse Road
scheme visit www.enjoywalthamforest.co.uk

